Ticket prices shown above include a loyalty discount for current football season ticket holders. Contact the Oregon Athletic Ticket Office for first year pricing at 1-800-WEBFOOT.

For more information please go to goducks.com/2017fbpricing

For the 2017 football season, donors sitting in or requesting seats in 28 or 34 Preferred may request Club access by noting that on their season ticket renewal/order form. The per seat contribution for Club access is $1,100 per seat for these areas. Club access is limited. New requests will be filled in priority point order to the first 500 accounts requesting access. Donors will be notified if requests are unable to be filled.

These amounts indicate the minimum annual per seat contribution necessary in each section. Meeting the minimum amount DOES NOT GUARANTEE seating in a particular section. If you are requesting seat changes, additional tickets, new season tickets or individual game tickets, seating allocation is based on availability and all requests will be filled in priority point order. Contact the Duck Athletic Fund for more information.